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Sample Food Lesson Module
Healing Earth

The Healing Earth team asks that when you use any aspect of this lesson module that you please send an email sharing: 1) how you used the
resource, 2) how your students responded to the resource, activity, or lesson, and 3) what changes you would recommend for future
versions. Please email Dr. Michael Schuck (mschuck@luc.edu) or the International Jesuit Ecology Project email (ijep@luc.edu). The
information that you share will help improve these resources for your and others’ use. We appreciate your feedback.

Instruction
Level

Approx.
Time
(Minutes)

Activities

Tangerine Mindfulness Video
Have students read the spirituality portion of HE in the Food chapter
in small groups. Then, watch the video provided in the link to the
right.

Materials Needed

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=Inz9cmq1dY

Main Content
Area

Spirituality

Ask students to journal through writing or drawing and reflect on the
video for about 5 minutes after watching. Ask students the following
questions after they've had some time to reflect on their own.
Engage

30-35

Does this video evoke a sense of awe and convey a sacred quality
about what we put into our bodies? Why or why not?
How might this engage the students' sense of meaning and value
about the natural world?
Although it may seem silly to talk to a tangerine, what lessons did you
learn from watching this video?
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Book Reading
Ongoing Activity: Read 1 chapter of the Omnivore's Dilemma each
week and meet twice per week. Responsabilities for each day
provided below.
45-60,
twice
weekly

Day 1: Assign students to discussion groups to answer and discuss the
questions in the study guide. Ask students to think about the ethics
behind the topics discussed.

The Omnivore's
Dilemma; Use these
Discussion
Questions:

Ethics, Culture,
Spirituality

https://1.cdn.edl.io/Z
miuKyOBzL2mqW62c1
t3vRxMgU6OddITMMt
Mcvol2nb9wQrq.pdf

Day 2: Open the discussion to the whole class. What varies from
group to group? Are there any ethical disagreements? Facilitate a
healthy class discussion, possibly opening up the second day for class
debates.
Bring a food item for
each person in the
Place the food item in front of every student. Look at the food item.
class. For example,
What thoughts appear? Even the most mundane thoughts. What does
a strawberry or a
it look like? Describe the color to yourself. Describe the sensation you carrot. Or better yet,
have when you look at the food. Does it remind you of anything?
a product of the
Consider where your food came from. Consider where it was grown.
region!
Consider where it was prepared. Consider where it has traveled from.
Pause. Pick up the food. Does it look different up close? Notice the
texture in your hand. Take a moment to smell the food. Engage your
physical senses. Does it take you to a particular place? What does it
remind you of? Put it in your mouth. Eat it slowly. Notice the taste.
Notice the flavors. Notice the texture in your mouth. Savor the
moment. Eat the food.
Eating Mindfully
Explore

25-30

Spirituality

Write in your journal about your experience. Consider some of the
questions in your reflections that the teacher indicated while interacting with the food before, during, and after it was eaten. How does
it feel to eat slowly and notice the interaction you have with your
food?
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Lecture

Teacher creates
presentation

Science and
Ethics

Internet access;
https://www.foodmil
es.com

Science and
Ethics

Create a lecture on the three methods of agriculture: Industrial food
complex, sustainable food systems, and traditional methods. Consider
the moral dimensions of each of these.
Explain

45-60
How have each of these evolved throughout history?
Can you relate this topic back to the book you are reading, The
Omnivore's Dilemma?
Food Mile (kilometer) Calculator
Split students up into groups. Without telling them about the project,
ask them to create a virtual pizza/salad/sandwich/a food that includes
many ingredients from your region. As a group, students decide the
yummiest ingredients to go on their food.
Have each group present their food to the rest of the class. Then, have
them get back into their groups and use the food miles calculator to
see how far each ingredient traveled to to get onto their
pizza/sandwich/salad.

Evaluate

60
Come back as a class and compare and contrast.
What ingredients traveled the least?
Using your lecture from the methods of agriculture, how do you think
most of the ingredients were cultivated and grown?
In what kinds of conditions?
Convert the miles into kilometers.
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Map Making and Comparison Chart

Elaborate

60

Art supplies, an
enlarged map

Science and
Spirituality

Create a map labeling the ingredients from the Food Mile Calculator
activity to parts on the globe where they are grown. Compare this map
to where the respective products were grown before industrial
agriculture was implemented. This may require some additional
research.
Where are the products grown in modern day agriculture?
Where were these products grown before?
Are there any cultural or religious significance to the food in the
regions where they were grown?
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